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.e keywords used in traditional stock price prediction are mainly based on literature and experience. .is study designs a new
text mining method for keywords augmentation based on natural language processing models including Bidirectional Encoder
Representation from Transformers (BERT) and Neural Contextualized Representation for Chinese Language Understanding
(NEZHA) natural language processing models. .e BERT vectorization and the NEZHA keyword discrimination models extend
the seed keywords from two dimensions of similarity and importance, respectively, thus constructing the keyword thesaurus for
stock price prediction. Furthermore, the predictive ability of seed words and our generated words are compared by the LSTM
model, taking the CSI 300 as an example. .e result shows that, compared with seed keywords, the search indexes of extracted
words have higher correlations with CSI 300 and can improve its forecasting performance..erefore, the keywords augmentation
model designed in this study is helpful to provide references for other variable expansion in financial time series forecasting.

1. Introduction

.e stock market is a barometer of the macroeconomy,
which reflects many investors’ expectations on the market
for future economic conditions. With China’s financial
market’s continuous reform and gradual opening, the stock
market plays an increasingly important role in the national
economy. Since the stock market has important functions
such as resource allocation, economic adjustment, and price
discovery, and is closely related to CPI, interest rate, and
other indicators, the stock market index has an important
reference value for the government’s macroeconomic policy
and the central bank’s monetary policy; therefore, it has
always been the focus of academic and industrial research.

.e research on stock market price prediction has a
long history. Although Fama [1] has developed the efficient
market hypothesis, indicating that under ideal conditions,
information in the past has been fully reflected in the share
price, thus stock price can only be affected by newly
emerged information. But due to its harsh assumption, the
theory is always challenged by other researchers. In the
market, fundamental analysis, technical analysis, quanti-
tative analysis and other methods still occupy a place in

active investment. With the rise of behavioral finance,
people gradually realize that irrational behavior in the
market is widespread. For example, psychological char-
acteristics such as the herd effect make a piece of news in
the market likely to lead to drastic fluctuations in the stock
market; therefore, it is possible to analyze network public
opinion data by statistical methods and then predict the
stock market price. With our proposed keyword aug-
mentation strategy based on Bidirectional Encoder Rep-
resentation from Transformers (BERT) and Neural
Contextualized Representation for Chinese Language
Understanding (NEZHA), financial institutions, for ex-
ample, can acquire more timely time series by web search
index and improve their risk management strategy to
address evolving market fluctuation.

.e structure of this study is as follows: Section 2 in-
troduces the development of natural language processing
and stock-related literature. Section 3 introduces the basic
model and algorithm used in this study. Section 4 introduces
the framework of stock prediction method designed in this
study. Section 5 is the experimental research on the pre-
diction of CSI 300 stock index through empirical research,
and Section 6 gives the conclusion.
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2. Related Work

.e prediction of the stock price trend has always been
studied by scholars. .e existing research model of stock
prediction is mainly reflected in two aspects. On the one
hand, traditional econometric models are used, such as
regression model and ARIMA under the framework of least
squares, because of a series of constraints and nonlinear data
that cannot be well dealt with, and the performance effect of
the model is limited [2–4]. On the other hand, machine
learning and deep learning models should be improved and
used. .e predictors are common features of stock data
(open and volume, etc.) to establish a stable and high-
precision prediction model [5–7]. In terms of data types of
prediction targets, stock prediction can be divided into
classified predictions based on the rise and fall of stocks
[8–10] and regression predictions based on stock time series
data [11–13]. .e difference lies in whether the data types of
prediction targets are discrete or continuous, and this study
belongs to the latter type.

Scholars have made remarkable achievements in stock
price prediction. Still, the common feature of existing lit-
erature is to improve prediction methods to improve pre-
diction accuracy, and there are the following deficiencies in
feature selection: (1) Although predictors are widely used,
the selection of predictors mostly relies on literature and
empirical intuition, and there is no relatively scientific
measurement standard. Because the selection of keywords is
affected by subjective factors to some extent, it is inevitable
to miss important keywords due to the limited selection
range. However, if the keyword index set as a predictive
variable is selected improperly, it will affect the accuracy of
stock price prediction to a great extent. (2). .e former
Natural Language Processing (NLP) vectorization technique
is not sufficient in semantic recognition and understanding,
which is easy to cause information loss, thus leading to the
deterioration of the quality of the vocabulary expansion of
predictive variables. For example, the average of word vector
ignores the importance of word order and semantics,
resulting in information loss. .e vectorized Word2Vec
model, which maps words to fixed vectors, cannot take
context into account in terms of word association and lacks
generalization representation ability.

NLP aims to understand and dig out the connotation of
human text language by computer. It is an efficient way to
analyze a large amount of network text data. From statistical
language models to deep learning language models, the
models’ ability to represent natural language texts is con-
stantly improving and even exceeds human representation
in some areas..e statistical language model mainly extracts
keywords based on word frequency and subject word dis-
tribution [14–17]. With the development of computer’s
computing power, the deep learning language model based
on large-scale neural networks has been realized. Compared
with the traditional statistical language model, it has a
stronger text mining ability. .e BERT model proposed by
Google improves the static representation of the Word2vec
algorithm [18], integrates the advantages of ELMo model
and GPTmodel to distinguish polysemic words and parallel

pretraining [19, 20], and conducts pretraining through an
in-depth bi-directional transformer structure. .en the
BERTmodel can realize the word representation integrating
context semantics [21]. Based on the BERT model, the
NEZHA model (Wei et al., 2019) [22] adopted Whole Word
Masking (WWM) and other technologies to improve Chi-
nese text features and achieved the SOTA effect in a number
of Chinese natural language tasks. Existing literature shows
that BERT shows strong semantic recognition ability from
different perspectives in text classification, machine trans-
lation, q&A, and other tasks; therefore, this study adopts the
BERT and NEZHA models to realize the seed keyword
expansion task [23–25].

For predicting missing data, Kong et al. proposed a novel
multitype health data privacy-aware prediction approach
based on locality-sensitive hashing [26]. With the advent of
the era of big data, the emergence of search engines provides
more and more quantitative data for network public opinion
analysis. Among them, the keyword web search index is
widely used in the research of stock price prediction due to
its features of intuitive data form, fast update speed, and
strong timeliness. .e current research mainly innovates on
the forecasting method based on the web search index
[27–30], which also provides ideas for the research of this
study.

With the continuous improvement and development of
deep learning technology in machine learning, LSTM can
automatically search nonlinear features and complex patterns
in data, and it shows excellent predictive performance in
practical application research. For example, in the study of
portfolio application, Fischer and Krauss (2018) compared
with other prediction models, the portfolio constructed based
on LSTM can obtain better investment performance [31]. Li
Bin et al. (2019) constructed a stock return prediction model
in fundamental quantitative investment by using cyclic neural
network and long- and short-term memory networks and
other technologies, and the results show that the LSTMmodel
is significantly superior to the traditional linear algorithm in
identifying the complex relationship between anomaly factor
prediction and excess return [32]. Liu et al. showed that LSTM
could capture the relationship between historical climate data,
which has good practicability for predicting greenhouse cli-
mate [33]. Mehtab, Baek et al.’s research also shows that the
deep learning LSTM model has outstanding performance in
stock prediction [34, 35].

Based on the above analysis, the following research
methods are presented in this study. First, based on the seed-
word database summarized in the existing literature, crawler
technology, and search engine are adopted to capture the web
text related to the stock price as the text database, and a large
number of keywords are obtained after word segmentation.
Second, the BERT model is used to represent the word vec-
torization and calculate the word similarity to conduct pre-
liminary screening, and then the potential predictive variable
keywords are extended. .en, the NEZHA model with better
performance under the Mindspore framework is selected to
finetune the keyword data set and obtain the importance of
words in combination with the context to screen out the
predictive word variables and further expand the predictive
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variable keywords with higher quality. Finally, this study uses a
machine learning LSTM prediction model to empirically test
the set of predicted variables obtained and compares and
analyzes the prediction effect of the model before and after the
expansion of the set of variables.

3. Model and Algorithm

3.1. JIEBA Word Segmentation Algorithm. JIEBA word
segmentation algorithm is an efficient sentence segmenta-
tion algorithm for Chinese. Compared with English, there is
no obvious separation mark between Chinese words; so
word segmentation algorithms are particularly important in
Chinese semantic analysis. .e word segmentation principle
of the JIEBA word segmentation algorithm mainly includes
the following three parts [36].

3.1.1. Generate All Possible DAG in the Sentence Based on the
Prefix Dictionary. .e JIEBA algorithm uses the data
structure of Trie to store more than 300,000 common
Chinese words..e prefix tree saves a large number of words
in a tree-like path, concatenating words starting from the
root node. Compared with the traditional hash table, it has
the advantages of high efficiency and fast speed in the task of
searching Chinese words.

According to the above prefix dictionary, the JIEBA
algorithm abstracts all possible segmentation of a Chinese
sentence into a directed acyclic graph (DAG) and records
the word frequency of the training sample in Trie to
further determine the most likely segmentation
combination.

3.1.2. Use DP to Find the Most Probable Path and Seg-
mentation Based on Word Frequency. In all DAGs, dynamic
programming (DP) can be used to find the maximum
probability path based on the word frequency in the sample.
Set Path � (node1, node2, . . . , noden) . .e goal of our
programming is

max
i

weight nodei( . (1)

Where nodei represents each node where we possibly
separate the sentence. weight(nodei) represents the prob-
ability, which is represented by the frequency of the word in
the corpus, of the from another node to the present node.
We link these nodes together to make sure we get the most
possible segmentation of the sentence. Let the route with the
greatest probability be Pmax. In practice, we finds the most
possible path in reverse. For nodex, there are of nodes
behind such as nodei,nodej,noden. Assume that the max-
imum split routes to reach the previous node are within
Pmaxi, Pmax j, Pmax n, etc. We can get the state transition
equation in DP:

Pmax x � max Pmaxi, Pmaxj, . . . Pmax n  + weight nodex( .

(2)
By solving this DP problem, we can find the path with

maximum probability.

3.1.3. Use HMM and Viterbi Algorithm to Infer Uncollected
Words. Suppose there are four hidden states of BEMS for
each Chinese character in a Chinese vocabulary, namely
B-Beging, E-End, M-Middle, and S-Single. .e JIEBA al-
gorithm uses Hidden Markov Model (HMM) to infer the
hidden state chain of unlisted words. .e conversion
probability of the hidden Markov chain at each position has
been stored in the above prefix dictionary, and the target
sentence has provided a visible state chain. .erefore, the
Viterbi algorithm is used to solve the hidden state chain of
uncollected words to achieve the purpose of word
segmentation.

3.2. NEZHA. .e original BERT model was developed by
Google. Although it has achieved good training results in
English and other texts, it is mainly pretrained for English
texts and not optimized for Chinese texts; therefore, there is
still a lot of room for improvement. Huawei Noah’s Ark
Laboratory has developed a model focusing on NEural
contextualiZed representation for Chinese lAnguage un-
derstanding, which is referred to as NEZHA for short [22].

Compared with the original BERT model, the NEZHA
model mainly improved the following four aspects: (1) Using
functional relative positional encoding that is conducive to
the model’s understanding of the sequence relationship in
the text. (2) In the pretrained MLM task, the WWM skill is
used, combined with JIEBA word segmentation. If a Chinese
character is covered, other Chinese characters that belong to
the same word as the Chinese character in the sentence will
also be covered. Although the improvement increases the
difficulty of model pretraining, it helps the model to better
understand the information on the word dimension of
Chinese text. (3) Using the mixed-precision training
method, the data are reduced from FP32-bit to FP16-bit in
the gradient calculation process, thereby reducing the vol-
ume of model parameters and speeding up the training. (4)
Use Layer-wise Adaptive Moments optimizer for Batching
(LAMB) training optimizer to optimize model training,
shorten training time, adaptively adjust the learning rate
when the batch size is large, and maintain the accuracy of
gradient update. .erefore, this article uses the BERTmodel
to initially select the matched derived keywords and then
employ the NEZHA model to extract keywords from the
related stock price text captured on the network.

Since NEZHA is an improved model based on BERT, we
first introduce the BERT model structure based on the re-
search of the Devlin et al [21]. Bidirectional Encoder Rep-
resentations from Transformer (BERT) is a bidirectional
representation encoder based on Transformer. Compared
with the traditional RNN-based natural language processing
model, BERT has the following advantages: (1) Using the
encoder from Transformer as the model’s basic structure,
parallel training can be carried out, thereby improving the
overall training speed of themodel. (2) Compared with other
generative models that also use the Transformer structure for
pretraining (such as OpenAI GPT), the BERT model uses
bidirectional representation for pretraining to better un-
derstand the context information token-level tasks.
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.e BERT model broke the records of many text un-
derstanding tasks, which is inseparable from the structure
of the BERT model. .e NEZHA model and the BERT
model have almost the same model structure, both using
the encoder part of the Transformer structure to process the
input text through the stacked multihead self-attention
mechanism and the fully connected network. In the
Transformer structure, the embedding feature of the input
text is the vector sum of the three vectors, including token
embedding, segment embedding, and positional embed-
ding. .e NEZHA and BERT models have the same per-
formance in word embedding and segment embedding.
However, in terms of position embedding coding, NEZHA
encodes the absolute position of BERT and improves it to
functional relative position coding, which is conducive to
the model’s understanding of the sequential relationship in
the text.

.e encoder part of Transformer contains six layers, and
each layer includes two sublayers, namely Multi-Head Self-
Attention and Feed-Forward Network (FFN). .ere is a
residual connection mechanism and a layer normalization
mechanism between each sublayer to prevent gradient
dispersion and explosion.

.e self-attention mechanism is the key of NEZHA and
BERTmodels for mining text semantics. By calculating the
attention score to weight the original embedding, the at-
tention mechanism can allow the language model to learn
the dependencies between texts from a distance. At the same
time, a multihead attention mechanism is formed by
stacking multiple attention modules. .e model can extract
relevant information from different representation sub-
spaces at different positions. Aiming at the keyword ex-
pansion demand in the stock price prediction problem, this
mechanism can effectively learn the deep semantics of the
keywords in the original text except for the position in-
formation, and then extract high-quality keywords related to
stock prediction. .e specific principle of the attention
mechanism is as follows: First, the model multiplies the
original embedding matrix by the corresponding weight
matrix to construct three feature matrices of query (Q), key
(K), and value (V). Assuming that the embedding matrix of
the original text is X, and the corresponding weights to be
trained are WQ, WK, WV, the calculation formula of the
above matrix is

(Q, K, V) � WQ, WK, WV X. (3)

.en, the weights are calculated through the query
matrix and the key matrix, and normalized with the softmax
function, it is weighted with the value matrix V. .e specific
calculation steps are as follows: First, the matrix Q and the K

matrix are multiplied by dot product to calculate the initial
attention weight matrix QKT. In order to prevent the gra-
dient dispersion problem of the Softmax function caused by
the excessive value, the initial weight is further scaled to
obtain (QKT/

��
dk


), and then the Softmax function is used

to normalize the weight. Finally, the weighted calculation is
performed on the value matrix. .e overall calculation
formula is as follows:

Attention(Q, K, V) � Softmax
QK

T

��
dk

 V . (4)

.e multihead attention mechanism stacked at the same
time can extract text information from multiple subspaces in
parallel, so the multiple attention results are spliced and then
multiplied by the training matrix WO. .e overall calculation
formula of the multihead attention mechanism is as follows:

MultiHead(Q, K, V) � Concat head1, . . . , headh( W
o
, (5)

where the single attention mechanism headi �

Attention(QW
Q
i , KWK

i , VWV
i ). Concat function represents

the splicing of multiple attention heads. .e dimensions of
each parameter matrix to be trained are W

Q
i ∈ R

dmodel×dk ,
WK

i ∈ R
dmodel×dk , WV

i ∈ R
dmodel×dv , WO

i ∈ R
hdv×dmodel .

.e next fully connected FFN will further refine the
calculation results of the multihead self-attention mecha-
nism layer. It contains two linear transformations and an
intermediate ReLU activation function. .e specific form is
as follows:

FFN(x) � max 0, xW1 + b1( W2 + b2. (6)

.e NEZHA and BERT models have added residual con-
nection and normalization processing common in deep net-
works between the abovementioned multihead self-attention
layer and feed-forward neural network layer..ey can be used in
multilayered to improve the performance of the network;
therefore, the output of each sublayer is processed as follows:

output � LayerNorm(x + Sublayer(x)). (7)

.e dimension of the output result is dmodel; therefore, the
basic structure of NEZHA implemented in our experiment is
constructed in this study (see Figure 1). In this structure, we
especially modify andutilize segment embedding so that the
model better distinguishes our input ofkeywords and sentences.

.e functional relative positional encoding adopted by
the NEZHA model Wei et al. [22] mainly improves the
calculation of the self-attention mechanism so that the at-
tention score can take into account the relative positional
relationship between the two tokens. Let the sequence of
network text input for crawling stocks be x � (x1, x2,

. . . , xn), the output sequence value be z � (z1, z2, . . . , zn),
where xi ∈ Rdx , zi ∈ Rdz ,WK, WQ, WV are defined as above.
.en the output value is calculated as follows:

zi � 
n

j�1
αij xjW

V
+ a

V
ij , (8)

where αij is the attention score calculated first by scaling the dot
product of querymatrixQ and keymatrixK between position i

and position j, and then by the processing of Softmax:

αij �
exp eij

kexp eik

,

eij �
xiW

Q
  xjW

K
+ a

K
ij 

T

��
dz

 .

(9)
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In formula (9), aK
ij and aV

ij represent the value of func-
tional relative positional encoding. As for the case where the
dimension of aij is 2k or 2k + 1, the calculation are as
follows:

aij[2k] � sin
(j − i)

10000 2k/dz( )
 ,

aij[2k + 1] � cos
(j − i)

10000 2k/dz( )
 .

(10)

Under this positional coding rule, the trigonometric
function will have different wavelengths in different di-
mensions, which would help the model learn the infor-
mation contained in the relative position of the tokens in
different dimensions, thus helping to improve the model’s
performance in downstream tasks.

3.3. LSTM. LSTM is short for Long Short-term Memory. It
is mainly improved based on the original RNN in its hidden
layer. By introducing Input Gate, Forget Gate, and Output
Gate, LSTM can effectively solve the problem that the RNN
network cannot capture the long-distance dependence in the
long-distance sequence as discussed by Hochreiter and
Schmidhuber [37]. .is study uses NEZHA model to obtain
the keyword and the LSTM model to predict the stock price
sequence. LSTM can mine the dependence between the
keywords’ web search index and the stock price compared
with traditional linear models.

.e input gate, forget gate, and output gate play dif-
ferent roles in a cell of the LSTM model. Suppose the cell
state value at the previous moment is Ct−1, the output result
of the LSTM at the previous moment is ht−1, and the
network input value at the current moment is Xt. .e
forgetting gate is responsible for controlling the degree to
which the state Ct−1 of the previous period is retained,
generating the forgetting threshold vector ft, and the input

gate is responsible for controlling the size of the current
network input value Xt, and generating the input threshold
vector it. .e two works together generate the current cell
state Ct. After that, the output gate is responsible for
outputting the current LSTM output result ht, with its
output threshold vector ot. Based on Hochreiter and
Schmidhuber [37], the specific formulas are as follows:

ft � σ Wf × ht−1, Xt  + bf ,

it � σ Wi × ht−1, Xt  + bi( ,

ot � σ Wo × ht−1, Xt  + bo( ,

(11)

where Wf, Wi, Wo represent the weight matrix of the forget
gate, input gate, and output gate, respectively. bf, bi, bo are
the bias matrix. σ(·) represents the Sigmoi d function.

In the process of calculating the current cell state value
Ct, first calculate the intermediate variable Ct through the
activation function tanh(·) through the current input value
Xt and the output value ht−1 of the LSTM at the previous
moment, and the formula is

Ct � tanh Wc × ht−1, Xt  + bc( , (12)

where Wc represents the weight matrix corresponding to the
intermediate variable C. bc is the bias matrix, and tanh(·)

represents the tanh activation function. So the calculation
formula of the cell state value Ct at time t is

Ct � ft ∘Ct−1 + it ∘ Ct, (13)

where ∘ stands for dot multiplication.
.us, the output value ht of the cell is calculated

according to the output gate to complete the calculation
inside the cell:

ht � ot ∘ tanh Ct( . (14)

In summary, the basic cell structure of the LSTM model
is summarized in Figure 2.

Functional
Relative

Positional
Embedding

Token
Embedding

Segment
Embedding
{Keywords:1

Text:0}

Multi-
Head

Attention

Add
&

Norm

Add
&

Norm

Feed
Forward

ClassificationKeyword+Text
softmax

Nx

Mixed-Precision Training

Figure 1: Basic structure of NEZHA model in our experiment. As the core of the model, it can deeply recognize and understand the
semantic meaning of the text.
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4. Methodology

Based on our existing seed keywords, this study rst collects
a large number of web texts related to stock prices through
web crawlers. Second, we use JIEBA to segment the relevant
texts of seed keywords, thus expanding the keyword vo-
cabulary in terms of quantity and generating possible
candidate words after removing the stop words. After that,
we use the BERT model to vectorize the words and then
calculate their similarity. By constructing (candidate key-
words, text) pairs on the keyword data set, we apply the
NEZHA model for transfer learning and further netune it
downstream, combining with the context to determine the
importance of each word. Consequently, we successfully
extract high-quality stock price prediction words. Finally,
this study uses LSTM to predict the CSI 300 Index based on
seed keywords and generated keywords, respectively. �e
details of our proposed algorithm are presented in Algo-
rithm 1.

4.1.Pretraining ofBERTandNEZHA. As a successful practice
of transfer learning in NLP, the BERT and NEZHA models
signicantly reduce the di�culty of netuning training by
performing two unsupervised pretraining in a large amount
of text, thereby achieving leading results in various down-
stream tasks. Unsupervisedpre-training methods including
Masked LM (MLM)and Next Sentence Prediction (NSP) are
of greatimportance in this stage [9]. �e key to the keyword
extraction task in this study is to infer the connection between
the keyword and the sentence; therefore, it is necessary not
only to dig out the meaning of the text at the word level but
also to understand the logical relationship between sentences.
Compared with the traditional unidirectional language model
trained from left to right, the BERT and NEZHA models, as

deep bidirectional network models, can predict the words
covered in combination with the meaning of the context,
thereby improving the model’s sentence-level semantic in-
formation learning ability.

In the MLM task, 15% of the word chunks in each
sentence sequence are randomly covered, marked as
(MASK). �e model adds a neural network at the end of the
encoder as a classication layer and then uses the Softmax
function to convert the output of the network into the
predicted probability of each word in the vocabulary. After
that, we select the word with the highest probability as the
predicted result. Because in 15% of the word blocks that need
to be randomly masked, the model only replaces it with
(MASK) word block with 80% probability, with a random
word with 10% probability, and in 10% situations, the model
maintainsthe same word. �is ensures that the pretraining
can handle sentence without (MASK) chunks.�erefore, the
probability of replacing it with a randomword only accounts
for 1.5% of the full text, which will not have a signicant
impact on the semantic understanding of the model. To be
specic, the NEZHA model adopted the Whole Word
Masking method here, which means the model masks not
only the single Chinese character butalso other characters
belonging to the same Chinese word. �is skill helps the-
model to better understand Chinese sentence in a more
natural way and istherefore benecial for our keywords
extraction.

Compared with the MLM task, which mainly mines the
token-level information inside the sentence, the NSP task
focuses on understanding the logical connection of the
sentence level, so it is very helpful for tasks that focus on text
logic, such as question answering (QA) tasks and natural
language inference (NLI). In the NSP task, the pretrained
texts are sentence A and its next sentences B. Among them,
sentence B has a 50% probability of matching the A sentence,

Ct−1

σ (Wf .+bf) σ (Wi .+bi) σ (Wo .+bo)tanh (Wc .+bc)

tanh (·)

ht−1

ft it

Xt

ht

C~t

Ct Ct

ot

Figure 2: Basic structure of LSTM. In this context, Ct represents the cell state value at time (t); Xt represents the input value at time (t); Ht
represents the cell output value at time (t) σ(·); and tanh (·) represent the activation function of updated information; (W) and (b) represent
the weight matrix and bias of each gate control, respectively.
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which is marked as IsNext. In the other 50% cases, sentence B
is randomly selected from the corpus and marked as Not-
Next. Since the MLM and NSP models are essentially
classification tasks, the cross-entropy function is selected as
the loss function; therefore, the overall loss function is
obtained by adding and summing the above results. Overall,
the training arrangement of textpairs, including sentences
with a variety amount of lengths, enables us toprocess the
logic connotation between two different pieces of texts,
whichmakes it an ideal choice to select keywords from
sentences.

Based on the abovementioned pretraining process, the
BERT and NEZHA models have been pretrained on a large
amount of corpus, thus significantly reducing the training
cost of downstream tasks through this transfer learning
method; therefore, this study uses the pretraining parameters
from Google and Huawei. It enables the BERT model to
vectorize the words and the NEZHA model to optimize the
training parameters for downstream keyword discrimination.

4.2. BERTWord Vector Similarity Selection. .rough a large
amount of pretraining, BERT has stronger text represen-
tation capabilities as the number of network layers deepens.
However, as the number of network layers increases, the
output results of each layer of the network, especially the last
layer, will be biased toward the pretrained objective func-
tion: theMLM task and the NSP task..erefore, the network
output of the penultimate layer is more objective and fairer
and is suitable as a representative of word vectors. So in this
study, we choose the penultimate network output of BERTas
the word vector to represent the meaning of the word after
average pooling.

.e vectorization selection process uses the BERTmodel
to vectorize the seed keywords and calculates the cosine
value between the seed keywords and the candidate key-
words to judge the similarity between the words and sort
them by values. .en we set a certain threshold, perform
preliminary screening of the candidate thesaurus according
to the similarity, and keywordscorresponding to high

Input initial seed keywords from the literature
Stage 1: BERT word vector similarity selection

(1) Initialize empty similar words vocabulary S

(2) For each seed keyword wido
(3) Collect corresponding baidu baike text
(4) Construct keywords vocabulary Vi based on JIEBA segmentation
(5) Vectorize seed keywords wi and potential keywords in vocabulary Vi based on BERTvec
(6) For each keyword vj in potential keywords vocabulary Vido
(7) Calculate cosine similarity score simij between wi and vj

(8) IFsimij > threshold then
(9) Add vj to similar words vocabulary S

(10) End for
(11) End for
(12) Output similar words vocabulary S

Stage 2: NEZHA word importance selection
(13) Initialize empty similar & important vocabulary SI

(14) Collect data from CLUE data set in the form of (keywords, text)
(15) Randomly select words from text as pseudo-keywords at a ratio of 1 :1
(16) Build finetune data set (Keyword/Pseudo-Keyword, text, label) as F

(17) Construct training set T and development set D from data set F

(18) Finetune BERT-TensorFlow, BERT-MindSpore, NEZHA-MindSpore in training set T

(19) Select the best performing model M (NEZHA-MindSpore) by precision on the development set D

(20) For each keyword vj in similar words vocabulary Sdo
(21) Calculate context importance score Ij based on model M

(22) Add vj and Ij to similar and important vocabulary SI

(23) End for
(24) Keep words with top 100 importance scores in vocabulary SI

Output similar and important vocabulary SI

Stage 3: LSTM stock index forecast
(25) For keyword wk in SI do
(26) For lagging term t in 1 to 10 do
(27) Calculate lagged search index time series
(28) End for
(29) Use Pearson correlation coefficient to select the most related lagged term
(30) End for
(30) Train LSTM to forecast CSI300 stock index on the 2215-day train data set
(31) Calculate and compare model RMSE on the 243-day test data set

Output model RMSE

ALGORITHM 1: Experiment methodology.
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similarity values are retained (for detailed process, see
Figure 3).

4.3. NEZHA Word Importance Selection. In this study,
NEZHA model is employed based on existing keywords of
stock price prediction, combined with the keyword corpus
material in the CLUE data set to finetune the task of
identifying keywords [17]. On the one hand, we start from
the seed keywords of stock forecasts, collect the Baidu
Encyclopedia text corresponding to each keyword, and use
the JIEBA to segment and reorganize the encyclopadia text
to construct a combination of (candidate keywords, text).
.us, the candidate set of keywords is expanded in breadth.
On the other hand, this study integrates the number of news
corpus in CLUE, constructs (keywords/pseudo-keywords,
text, tags) data sets with the same steps, and performs
finetuning training through the NEZHA model to construct
keywords selection model. Finally, the finetuned model is
used to screen potential keywords, thus filtering the keyword
set in depth. .e overall tuning process is as follows
(Figure 4).

In the data set for English NLP model evaluation, the
GLUE data set has been widely accepted and adopted. It has
become a standard test data set for evaluating the effects of
many NLP models. With the rapid development of the
Chinese NLP field, CLUE, a Chinese data set benchmarking
similar to GLUE, came into being. .e CLUE data set is
called the Chinese Language Understanding Evaluation
benchmark, which is the first large-scale open-source data
set for NLP model benchmark testing in Chinese [38]. To
extract keywords for the task of stock price prediction, this
study selects the news2016zh data set in CLUE as the
training data for downstream finetuning training. .e
original data set includes (keywords, text) pairs. Using the
JIEBA word segmentation tool, this study divides the text
and randomly select pseudo keywords that are different from
the original keywords of the text. During this process, the
ratio of the original keywords to the pseudo keywords is
maintained at 1 :1. .us, a data set of (keyword/pseudo-
keyword, text, label) is constructed for subsequent BERT/
NEZHA model training and verification of the classification
effect.

For the input (keyword/pseudo-keyword, text) pair, the
BERT/NEZHA model encodes it in the same way as in the
pretraining to serve as the input vector of the encoder and
calculates the output of the numerical vector at the position
of (CLS), which contains the encoding representation of the
entire sentence. .e model attaches a fully connected
classification layer to the back end of the encoder. Suppose
the parameter matrix of the fully connected layer is W and
the output vector at the (CLS) position is C, then the final
prediction result Prob is

Prob � Softmax CW
T

 . (15)

.erefore, the cross-entropy loss function is calculated
and back-propagated so that all the parameters to be trained
in all models are updated end-to-end.

.is study builds a model based on the above structure
and uses BERT and NEZHA models for training under the
Tensorflow framework and the Mindspore framework, re-
spectively. Specifically, it includes three types of models:
Bert-Tensorflow, Bert-Mindspore, and NEZHA-Mindspore.
.e TensorFlow framework is developed and maintained by
Google and is adopted by most deep learning models due to
its excellent hardware compatibility and visualization ability.
However, the static graph operation that Tensorflow has
adopted for a long time is conducive to project deployment,
but it brings great difficulties to the rapid debugging and
iteration of the code. In contrast, the dynamic calculation
graph used by frameworks such as Pytorch is very conducive
to debugging, but it is difficult to further optimize the
performance. .e Mindspore framework developed by
Huawei takes a different approach and adopts an automatic
differentiation method based on source code conversion,
which not only brings convenience to model construction
but also obtains good performance through static compi-
lation and optimization [39]. We thank MindSpore for the
partial support of this work, which is a new deep learning
computing framwork [40].

In terms of the hyperparameter selection of the model,
most of the parameters in this article are consistent with the
default situation. At the same time, to compare the classi-
fication effect of each model, the batch size and epoch on the
training set, development set, and prediction set are set
uniformly. Among them, the batch size of the training set is
the largest batch that will not cause Our of Memory (OOM)
error in the code test to accelerate model training. At the
same time, the training period on the training set is set
according to the recommendation of Devlin et al [21]. On
the development set and prediction set, the batch size of the
model is consistent with the default model with only one
epoch. .e selection of parameters is as Table 1.

On the training set, this study compares the classification
result of different models on the development set under
different frameworks so as to select the best model for
classification application on the prediction set. .e output
results of the model on the prediction set are processed by
Softmax and used as the words’ score of context importance
to further screen the words with predictive potential.

4.4. LSTM Stock Index Forecast. We use the LSTM model to
empirically predict the stock price based on the web search
index of generated word to test the interpretive and pre-
dictive ability of the generated words on the stock price. In
time series forecasting, proper lag processing of the data
helps to accurately describe the relationship between the
explained variable and the explanatory variable, thereby
improving the forecasting effect. .erefore, this article first
performs a certain order of lag processing on the data, uses
the Pearson correlation coefficient to screen, and selects the
reliable predictor variables with strong correlation (see
Figure 5).

For deep learning models such as LSTM, the selection of
hyperparameters will greatly affect the model’s predictive
ability. .e parameter setting of LSTM is referred to in the
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Figure 3: BERT vectorization selection process. We collected related Baike text from seed words and used BERT to perform word
vectorization, which makes calculating cosine similarity possible. Finally, we select similar words above the threshold.
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Figure 4: NEZHA importance selection process. We netuned three di£erent models and compared their performance to decide the best
classier and nally select the top 100 important words.
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work of Tang et al. [41], in which the sliding window is set to
30 days, which means the stock price of the next trading day
is predicted on the training set by learning the data of the
past month. .enumber of neuron nodes is set to 10, the
total number of iterations is 500 epochs, and learning rate is
0.0006. .eoptimizer uses the Adam optimizer. .e acti-
vation function of each gate is sigmoid,but the activation
function of output gate adopts the tanh function, both
ofwhich are the default settings of the LSTM.

5. Experiments

5.1. Experimental Data. .e CSI 300 index is used as our
forecast target. By referring to the existing literature and
Baidu index recommendation, we select the seed keywords
from the macro and micro aspects, respectively, in Table 2.

On this basis, this study uses the abovementioned vo-
cabulary as search keywords, crawls relevant texts from
Baidu Encyclopedia, and filters 19,609 long texts with a
length of more than 50 words as corpus. JIEBA segmentation
is performed on each text separately, and stop words are
removed, thereby constructing a potential predictor variable
vocabulary, with a total of 114k candidate words (under
different contexts).

5.2. Similarity Selection. Based on the pretraining parame-
ters and BERT vectorization, the potential predictor variable
vocabulary related to the stock price is represented in the
form of a vector through the multilayer stacked encoder
mechanism..enthe words are screened from the perspec-
tive of similarity, and the semanticallyhighly related words
are obtained. .is study uses the cosine value between word
vectors as a measure of words’ similarity and calculates the
cosine similarity for each seed keyword of stock price
prediction and its corresponding candidate words. .e
threshold was set to 0.9, and 17,720 potential stock index
prediction keywords and corresponding text context were
obtained through preliminary screening. Some of the results
are shown in Table 3.

5.3. Importance Selection. By calculating the similarity in the
BERT vectorization model for preliminary screening, the
model efficiently removes many words that have a low
correlation with the seed vocabulary predicted by the stock
index. Based on this, we introduce the NEZHAmodel to fuse
the context of the candidate keywords and further filter the
initial screened words through training of downstream
finetune tasks, thereby carefully selecting the keywords
according to their context importance.

In this stage, this study uses the news text data set in the
CLUE data set. A corresponding number of pseudo key-
words are randomly obtained from the text to keep the
training sample balanced based on the manually labeled
keywords. After that, we generate the standard data set as
(text, keyword/pseudo keyword, tag (0 or 1)). In the stage of
downstream finetuning, the input of the model is arranged
as: [CLS] + text + [SEP] + keywords/pseudo keywords. Dur-
ing the training of the NEZHA model, the input is encoded
by word embedding, segment embedding, and position
embedding and then calculated by a multilayer encoder to
generate the output vector in (CLS). .en we use the back-
end fully connected classification network structure and
Softmax to predict the probability, representing the im-
portance of the keyword in the text.

A total of 534,893 samples are screened in the training
set, and a total of 19,609 samples are in the development set.
.is study trains the BERT-Tensorflow, BERT-Mindspore,
and NEZHA-Mindpore models on the training set to
compare the performance of the BERTmodel and NEZHA
model in the Tensorflow framework and the Mindspore
framework on the development set. Since the goal of this
study is to extract keywords with high importance in the task
of identifying keywords, the accuracy of the three models are
compared, and the calculation formula is as follows:

Precision �
TP

TP + FP
. (16)

Among them, TP stands for True Positive, that is, the
sample itself is the correct keyword, and the model judges it
to be the number of correct keywords; FP stands for False
Positive, the sample itself is a pseudo-keyword, and the
model judges it to be the number of correct keywords. .e

Table 1: Hyperparameters of NEZHA finetuning task.

Parameter Train Dev. Test
Batch size 128 8 8
Epoch 4 1 1

Result comparation

Generated words
search indexStock prices

Lagging

Pearson correlation 
coefficient

Training set

LSTM

Test set

Prediction

Seed words
search index

Actual value

Lagging indicators

Figure 5: .e LSTM Model prediction flow diagram. .is figure
reflects the comparison process between the predicted values and
actual values of the two groups of models.
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performance of the three models in the development set is
shown in Table 4.

.e performance of three models above verified the
performanceof our experiment design. Among them,
NEZHA, based on the Mindspore framework, has achieved
the best performance in the development set in the keyword
discrimination task. .is study uses the word importance
probability calculated by the NEZHA-Mindspore model as
the basis for ranking. Some results of the NEZHAmodel are
shown in Table 5.

.is study ranks the abovementioned word importance,
selects the top 100 generated words as candidate stock price
predictors. .en we use web crawlers to obtain the corre-
sponding Baidu search index. .e time interval is set from
January 1, 2011, to February 29, 2021. Some of these words
were removed due to a small search volume. After dedu-
plication, a total of 61 effective generated words and 87
effective seed words are obtained. .e details are in Table 6.

5.4. Predict CSI 300 Index with LSTM. .e CSI 300 Index
covers the stocks of the Shanghai and Shenzhen exchange in
the selection of constituent stocks, and the industry compo-
sition is consistent with the market industry distribution ratio;
therefore, we choose CSI 300 Index as the object of the em-
pirical test.

Because web search data are affected by public opinion in all
aspects, some search data may have a lot of noise, which may

affect the prediction ability of LSTM when predicting the CSI
300 index; therefore, this study first uses the Pearson correlation
coefficient analysis method to analyze the correlation. Words
with rather lower coefficients are removedwith an absolute value
threshold of 0.6. What is more, the lag order is set to 10. .is
study selects the lag term with the highest absolute value of the
correlation coefficient within the 10-order lag terms of each
keyword as the predictor variable. We finally determine the
predictive variables by performing the above operations on the
seed words and generated words, as shown in Table 7.

.e predicted time interval of the CSI 300 Index is set
from January 1, 2011 to March 1, 2021. .e holidays with no
transaction data were filtered out, and a 10-day lagging was
performed to obtain a total of 2458 days of valid data. .is
study uses the 2215-day Baidu search index data before
February 29, 2020, as the training set, and the 243-day data
from March 1, 2020, to March 1, 2021, as the test set to
compare forecasting ability of the seed vocabulary and the
generated vocabulary. Among them, the CSI 300 stock index
data come from the Wind database, and the keyword data
come from the Baidu search index. After LSTM trains the
CSI 300 index on the trainingsets of seed word, generates
word training sets, respectively, then predicts the test set.
Wedid a lot of experiments and found that the RMSE of the
generated keywords is lower than the RMSE of the seed
keywords in most cases, which demonstrates thestability of
our prediction model. Here, we presented one of our ex-
periment result shown in Figures 6 and 7.

Table 2: Macro and micro seed thesaurus.

Aspects Seed keywords

Macro

Financial market, bank stocks, economy, inflation, market, stockmarket, stocks, stock index, stock price, stockmarket quotations,
stock market, securities, securities market, equity, a shares, A-share market, Hong Kong stocks, deposit rates, finance, GDP, CPI,
bull market, rate of return, fund company, inflation rate, market conditions, rise, tax, new stocks, daily limit, bar chart, plunge,
dollar, bubble, currency, policy, futures, fund company, China news, economic data, bonus, financial network, information
disclosure, stock index futures, futures trading, risk management, capital, stock code, asset management, wealth, financial

securities, finance, financial news, securities investment funds, Chinese stocks, exchange rates, securities networks.

Micro

Account opening, stock trading, stock recommendation, blue-chip stocks, low-priced stocks, concept stocks, banned stocks,
brokerage stocks, stock introduction, stock recommendation, simulated stock trading, bank loans, stock account opening,

investment and wealth management, old stockholders, investors, asset management, bankruptcy, arbitrage, financing, insider,
income, shorts, speculators, retail, the main force, loans, today’s stock market, today’s market, restricted stocks, allotments, dark

horses

Table 3: Some results of BERT similarity screening.

Seed keywords Candidate words Cosine similarity Results

Financial market
Money funds 0.9212 Keep
Bond market 0.9489 Keep

Long-term loan 0.8497 Remove

Policy
Organization 0.9071 Keep

System 0.9099 Keep
Country 0.8873 Remove

Lifted stocks
Outstanding shares 0.9216 Keep

Underweight 0.8900 Remove
Large-cap stocks 0.8782 Remove

Bank loan
Credit 0.9213 Keep

Working capital 0.8897 Remove
Discount rate 0.8540 Remove
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Table 4: Performance of BERT/NEZHA model finetuning tasks under different frameworks.

BERT-TensorFlow (%) BERT-mindspore (%) NEZHA-mindspore (%)
Precision 89.86 89.63 90.06

Table 5: Some output results of the NEZHA model.

Micro words Prob Macro words Prob
Allotment payment 0.9998 Stamp duty 0.9784
Bookmaker 0.9991 Spot 0.9398
Catch up 0.9967 Risk 0.9387
Account 0.9905 RMB 0.9184
Fixed assets 0.9873 Floating exchange rate 0.9011
Short position 0.9792 Bullish candlestick 0.8975
Blue-chip stocks 0.9792 Insurance 0.8947
Sell off 0.8598 Securities law 0.7970
Settlement 0.7770 Demand deposit 0.7842
Deposit and loan 0.7455 Taxation 0.7539

Table 6: Macro and micro seed keywords and generated keywords.

Aspects Seed keyword & generative keyword

Macro

A-share, A-sharemarket, CPI, GDP, K-line chart, rise, China news, Chinese stocks, information disclosure, fund companies, large
caps, large cap market conditions, deposit interest rates, yields, policies, new shares, plunges, futures, futures trading, exchange
rate, bubble, daily limit, Hong Kong stocks, bull market, taxation, dividends, economy, economic data, US dollar, stock price,
stock market, stock market quotations, stock index, stock index futures, equity, stock, stock code, stock market, securities, stock
market, securities investment funds, securities networks, wealth, finance, financial news, financial networks, currency, asset
management, capital, inflation, inflation rates, finance, financial markets, financial securities, bank stocks, risk management,
valuation, public policy, dividends, Growth Enterprises Market, land tax, compound interest, foreign exchange, foreign exchange
quotation, dalian commodity exchange, taxation, turnover tax, shenzhen stock exchange, hot money, tax burden, econometrics,
surplus, middle price, blowout, interest tax, crash, liquidation, price, nasdaq, stock market crash, delisting, short-selling2

Micro

Main force, today’s market, today’s stock market, low-priced stocks, insider, brokerage stocks, arbitrage, account opening,
speculators, investment and financial management, investors, income, retail accounts, concept stocks, simulated stocks, stocks,
bankruptcy, shorts, old stocks, stocks introduction, stock account opening, stock recommendation, blue-chip stocks, financing,
lifting ban, loans, asset management, allotment, bank loans, restricted stocks, dark horses, Shanghai Composite Index, credit,
bankruptcy, borrowing, borrowing (synonym in Chinese), short selling, rebound, hold-up, bookmaker, trading volume, cost, buy
at the bottom, investment, foreign exchange, shorting, cancellation, bull stock, profit, consolidation, high-quality stocks, stock
reform, lifting of the ban, account, purchase of foreign exchange, capital, repayment, stock selection, allotment payment,

heaveweight stock, account cancellation, ex-dividend, ex-rights, annual interest rate, popular stocks, plummeting

Table 7: Predictive variables after correlation coefficient screening.

Data type Words Lag Variable Corr. Coef.

Seed keywords

CSI 300 1 yt−1 0.9979
Inflation rate 1 inflationt−1 0.6903
Chinese news 1 newst−1 –0.6836

Policy 10 policyt−10 0.6456
Dark horse 10 dark horset−10 0.6238
Stock quotes 1 quotet−1 0.6130

Generated keywords

CSI 300 1 yt−1 0.9979
Compound interest 1 compoundt−1 0.7296

Hot money 1 moneyt−1 0.7096
Dividend 1 dividendt−1 0.6703
Profit 1 profitt−1 0.6513

Annual interest 2 annual interestt−2 0.6218
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Compared with the seed words of the CSI 300 Index, the
same number of generated words obtained by the BERT
word vector similarity filtering and NEZHA keyword se-
lection have more stable and smooth prediction results for
the CSI 300 Index. For our prediction task, this study uses
the Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) indicator as a
measure of the model’s predictive ability. .e smaller the
RMSEmeans the better the predictive effect. .e calculation
formula is

RMSE �

��������������

1
m



m

k�1
yk − yk( 

2




, (17)

where yk represents the true value, yk represents the pre-
dicted value, and m represents the sample size of the test set.
As the result shows, in this experiment, the RMSE is
154.1831 when the lagging term of the CSI 300 index itself
and the seed keywords' searchindexes are used as the pre-
dictor variable. However, the RMSE is 110.6976 whenthe
lagging term of the CSI 300 index itself and the generated
keywords' searchindexes are used as the predictor variable.
.e decrease rate is 28.20%.

Our experimental results show that, compared with
the original seed keywords, the NLP text mining tech-
nology designed in this study improves the prediction
accuracy and accuracy of LSTM on the Shanghai and
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Figure 6: .e trend chart of the relationship between LSTM model predicted values of seed vocabulary and CSI 300 index true values. .e
red and blue lines represent the true and predicted values, respectively (n� 243).
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Figure 7:.e trend chart of the relationship between LSTMmodel predicted values of Generated vocabulary and CSI 300 index true values.
.e red and blue lines represent the true and predicted values, respectively (n� 243).
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Shenzhen 300 stock indexes by new generated keywords
with better predicting stability and better forecasting
ability.

6. Conclusion

Based on BERT and NEZHA models of artificial intelli-
gence, we optimize the text mining technology for stock
price index prediction and deeply expand the keywords of
higher quality predictive variables. On this basis, we use
the LSTM prediction model to empirically forecast the
CSI 300 stock index. .e empirical results show that,
based on the text information mining method of BERT
model similarity and NEZHA model importance, we can
screen out high-quality prediction variables with higher
correlation and stronger prediction ability from network
texts, thus significantly improving the prediction effect of
CSI 300 stock index.

.e implications are as follows: First, the artificial in-
telligence text mining technology based on BERT and
NEZHA frontier can be better applied to stock price pre-
diction, which not only enriches the index system of stock
price prediction but also helps regulators and investors to
evaluate stock price trends and control stock price risks.
Second, the text mining technology can realize the keyword
expansion of stock price forecast, which can provide re-
search ideas and references for the expansion of other macro
index systems. In addition, this method has strong exten-
sibility. Future research can consider more analysis angles
based on similarity and importance to achieve more high-
quality keyword extension, which is also worth exploring in
the following research.
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